Integrated structures of the linear plasmid SCP1 in two bidirectional donor strains of Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2).
The linear plasmid SCP1 is integrated into the central region of the chromosome of Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2). The integrated structures of SCP1 in two bidirectional donor strains, 2612 and A634, were analyzed by cloning and sequencing of the junctions between the SCP1 DNA and the chromosomal DNA. In the NF (normal fertility) strain 2612, SCP1 is integrated in a right-handed direction into ORF-X at the left end of the IS cluster in AseI fragment E. An almost intact left end of SCP1 is retained, while the right terminal inverted repeat (TIR-R) of SCP1 and a 33-kb chromosomal DNA segment including the IS cluster are deleted. In the NF-like strain A634, SCPI is also integrated into AseI fragment E in a left-handed direction. The left junction is composed of IS466 with complete deletion of TIR-R of SCP1, and the right junction is located at the left end of IS468A* with half of TIR-L being deleted. During the integration event, a 5.4-kb chromosomal DNA segment including IS468A, IS468B, IS469 and IS466A was duplicated so that this sequence is now present on both sides of SCP1. Since 2612 and A634 exhibit a similar bidirectional gradient of gene transfer, it is surprising that their chromosomal structures are so different.